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From the barrier islands of South Carolina to the scenic shores of Lake Norman in North Carolina

and a hospital ship sailing alone in the Atlantic Ocean, the infected dead have destroyed most of the

population of the world. Small groups of people band together, some with leaders who take their

people down the road toward death and some with leaders who make the decisions that keep their

followers alive. This is the continuing story of the Mud Island survivors who have a plan to save a

small part of humanity. As they live on in a shelter that is the dream of every survivalist, they find

they must venture out into the world once again to help a lost friend, braving not only the infection,

but radioactive fallout from a nuclear reactor, and the groups of survivors who are ready to take from

them everything they have, including their lives.
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With nuclear fallout headed their way, Ed Jackson, Jean and the rest of their family & friends in the

Mud Island and the Fort Sumpter shelters prepare for the worst hoping for the best. But as Ed &



Jean also prepare for the birth of their child, the find a ship on a collision course with Mud Island. As

they work against time to try to see if anyone is left alive on the ship and pray that if they can't get it

stopped, it doesn't collapse their home and take away all they hold dear. Book #4 in a series that

has been great from the first one, will leave you ready for a #5 and I'm hoping even a couple more

after that, as I can see this series not ending anytime soon. Bob Howard, you have done such a

great story with this series, please don't keep us waiting for more.

This has been such a pleasure reading the intense journey these characters have made!! They are

so well defined I feel as though I know them and they come to life with each new chapter of this

amazing story. There are few rivals in this genre, but it is by far in my top five favorites of the

zombie-poc genre! Be sure to read them all, you'll experience the whole range of emotion-including

laughter, which is such a rare gift from even a great author and Bob Howard delivers that in

spades!!!! I shed quite a few tears and uttered screams that were loud and quite literal that my

family came running more han a few times to make sure I was okay!!! I highly recommend this (and

the three before this book)you will be so glad you did!!!

I have been looking forward to this book and it did not disappoint! Our wonderful group of characters

are back and they are not only in top form, but a few more great characters are brought into the mix.

So much action was in this book, great scenarios, in-depth characters, and most of all the

ZOMBIES!! you will not be let down with this series. (and will probably never eat crabs or oysters

again). 5 stars!!

The Infected Dead series just gets better and better! The characters struggle with morality and self

preservation. And I will never eat blue crabs, LOL . I hope that the next book isn't too far in the

future, I am craving it now.

I was not a fan of this genre however, this author has changed my mind. This book was very hard to

put down. In fact, I finished it in one day. I must admit I am not a fan of blood and gore. However, I

can honestly say that this series does not go overboard. It has the right balance of adventure,

suspense and violence. As a matter of fact, my nephew asked to read it and I was ok with that. He

actually said he enjoyed it. I found that to be quite amazing because he is a teenager who finds

everything boring. I therefore, would recommend this book for teenagers. It is well written and

proves that a story in this genre can be tastefully done. I don't want to give too many details to spoil



it for you but, I will say that if you have not read the three previous books get them now. You won't

regret it, each books leaves you wanting more and this was no exception.

I have to say I liked reading a boom that was someone's dream of a life time.I just finished the fourth

book in the series and can't say enough good things about it.The characters in this book are so

good and believable.I can only hope there is a fifth book, if not it had a good ending.If you Don't

read this series then you have lost the opportunity to enjoy a really good story.I hope to see more

from Bob Howard.D

Bob Howard has done it again! Our group of survivors has added new members to the group, and

made some more friends along the way. We also have some more background and information

about the onset of the apocalypse. I've enjoyed these books from the beginning, and I swear each

one gets better.

Great reads! This of course is the 4th in the series and I hope no end in sight. All Mr. Howard's

books keep you absorbed from beginning to end. Well written and where needed researched. Keep

them coming and keep them at least 350 to 450 pages so the reader can completely absorb

themselves. Check these books out. Track the characters adventures BOTH in the book and with a

map. Makes things more real. Have FUN!!!
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